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Stolen Diving Equipment: 
 
55lbs Halcyon Wing without Logos, also the blue H’s are painted over black (marked with CS at the top eye, see picture 
below) 
 
Halcyon Backplate with. Harness, (Knife with black sheet also without any Logo) 
 
2x Backuplights LED,1xHeser, 1xGDS/Superrat (old model-Delrin body like Heser, also marked with CS) 
 
2x 24W HID Primary Light, 1x with Delrin protection tube covering the testtube, 1x with EKPP Style - 
Reflektor and Goodmanhandel , both lights were equipped with E/O-Cord´s  (The lights were marked with spezial sticker 
showing the Initals CS and the Austria Flag (see picture below) 
The Goodman handle is equipped with a red TEKNA KNIFE that is held by 2 O-Rings 
 
Finns manufactured by Dive System (in black) with Springstraps (also here the Labels have been removed and the fins have 
been marked with CS) 
 
2x Masks appointed with Poseidon Neoprenstraps (on the end of the straps there are rubber tubes to protect the velcor)  

 
4x Spools incl. Doublender, 3x white line, 1x with yellow line 

 
Uwatec Bottomtimer without the original wristband and holes in the housing for bungee cords, marked with clemenzo at the backside 

Uwatec Aladin Tec2G  adaptet the same Way like the bottomtimer 

SerialNumber: 4018263428 
 
Suunto SK7 Compass also adapted like the Depth Guage and the Computer 
 
1x Halcyon Wetnotes + Doublender without Logos, filled with normal DIR-Zone wetpapers, additionally there  is one 
sparemouthpice and some tool in the wetnotes, marked with CS on the front side 
 
5x LineArrow & 5x LineMarker in white marked with CS and all Marker are on some white bungee with ¾´´ boltsnap 
 
2x Leaches for stages  
 
3x DoubleEnder 
 
2x StageBoltsnaps 
 
1x scissor/cuttor equipped with boltsnap 
 
 
Stolen DrySuits and Undergranments 
 
DUI TLS 350 Signature/ExplorerStyle, colour black, Size M, Turbosoals Size XL, 2 Bellowpockets additionally 
equipped with DIR-Zone Peevalve on left femoral and SubSea Connector for heating (See pictures below) also here all Labels have been 
removed 
 
GavityZero TLS 350 DIR TXT , colour red-black, Size ML, same material like the DUI TLS350 additionally 
equipped with DIR-Zone Peevalve on right femoral and SubSea Connector for heating (See pictures below) also here all Labels have been 
removed 
 
DUI Hood in L, Logo is painted over black but shines through lightly 

 
Undergarnment SANTI BZ200 made to measure labelled inside with Clemenzo 
 
SANTI Nylon Socks in M 

 
Silk socks in black  
 
1x DUI Drysuit bag marked white with „Clemens“ on both sides  (see pic below) 
 
1x DUI Diveware bag marked white with „Clemens“ on both sides  (see pic below) 
 
1x GZ Bag marked white with „CS“ on both sides  
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Stolen Rebreatherparts: 
 
2x Cooperhoses with the Conectors (red and green), the hoses aren’t equipped with steel bands.!!! 

 
OC-Mouthoice aditionaly equipped with Apeks FreeFlowDevice 
 
Switchblock with all LP hoses and  SALVO 1th Stage, 63cm SPG and HP hose  
 
 
SpareBox for the RB: 
 
Triggerplate (Aluminium) with unique defect in the coating (see pic below) 

 
Outletvalveplate for the triggerplate (Delrin) incl. All srews & shim´s 
 
Big Spring for the absorbertube in the RB 
 
2x Apeks Outletvalve high profile incl. all screws and shim´s  
 
all O-Rings for the RB, all  Screws V4A for the RB, Mushroomvalve 
Injector Delrinlifter  + Spring, Tools, Molykot Tube  
 
green, red and black rubber knobs for pressur testing on the RB 
 
 
Regulators: 
 
2x Apeks DST 1th Stage with  TX50 2nd Stage in black and 100cm LP Hose  + ½´´  Boltsnap on 2nd Stage, 52mm 
SPG + 15cm HP Hose and also 100cm LP Hose with Swagelok connector  
 
1x Apeks DST 1th Stage with  TX50 2nd Stage in black and 100cm LP Hose  + ½´´  Boltsnap on 2nd Stage, 52mm 
SPG + 15cm HP Hose and 100cm FLEX Hose with Swagelok connector for Switchblock. The  Sealing 
Membran of first stage is marked with 7,5bar  
 
1x Apeks DST  1th Stage ( the crome-coat comes over on some place) with TX50 2nd Stage in red with 100cm LP Hose + 
½´´ Boltsnap on 2nd Stage, 52cm SPG + 15cm HP Hose and 100cm FLEX Hose with Swagelok connector  
 
1x Apeks DST  1th Stage with TX50 2nd Stage in yellow with 100cm LP Hose + ½´´ Boltsnap on 2nd Stage, 52cm 
SPG + 15cm HP Hose and 100cm FLEX Hose with Swagelok connector  
 
1x mini Argon Stage with Inflator-Hose and OverPressurValve (has only 2 LP Port. See pic below) 
 
1x Apeks TEC3 1th Stage with 56cm HP Hose + 52mmSPG + ¾´´ Boltsnap + TX50 2nd Stage in black + 56cm 
LP Hose 
 
1x Apeks DST 1th Stage with 210cm LP FLEX Hose and TX50 2nd Stage in black + ¾´´ Boltsnap on the 2nd 
Stage + Inflatorhose 56cm 
 
All 2nd Stage are marked on the Bubbeldeflector ,with white edding, with CS + Number (1,2,3,4 etc.)! ! ! 
 
1x SALVO 1th Stage with 63cm SPG, 56cm HP Hose, 150cm drivehose with Swagelokconnector, 60cm & 83cm 
LP Hose for the Injectors on the RB and 50cm LP hose for OC-Mouthpice. This First Stage is connected to the 
Switchblock 
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some pic´s from the unique Equipment/Suits and Parts: 
 

  
 
Gravity Zero Suit in red-black with                         DUI TLS 350 Signatur-ExplorerStyle in black 
SubSea Heatingconnector + DIR-Zone Pee-            SubSea Heatinhconnector + DIR-Zone Peevalve  
Valve on the right femoral, SiTec Valves                on left femoral, Apeks valves 
                                                  
 

   
the pockets on the GZ suit have two bungee-        Inside the suit is a old filmbox on it 
loops, but the second. one (here on the pic the      also the 2nd layer for protection under the connector is  
are self made              selfmade 
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                                                    both Suit´s have NO Logo/Brand on it 
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Heating connector on the DUI suit                     SALVO 1th stage with eye-catching RED membran and 5th port  
                                                                            for LP Hose like Scubapro PeeValve is on the GravitySuit 
                                                                             right femoral 

       
 
 
 
on the Goodmanhandel is some red       both Poseidon maskstraps have some rubber-tube for protecting the 
TEKNA KNIFE mounted                       Velcor 
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triggerplate from RB80 with unique defect coat                                       this is the RB-Sparepartbox 
 

                                                 
mini ArgonStage with OPV                                        ProtectionTube is on one 24W HID Lightshead 
 

              
 
DST with 210cm Flexshose                                       this are the special sticker, wich are on both   
                                                                                    Lightheads and also on some other equipmentparts 
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DiveSystem Finns incl. springstraps                               some Equipment, Spool, Mask etc. 
Also without Logo on the straps                                     McKinley Bag with the  Computers inside 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
Cooperhoses with OC-Mouthpice, on the OC-Mouthpice is on 2nd stage one Apeks FreeflowDevice 
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DUI bags are marked with white “Clemens“ on bouth side in the top, one DiveWare and one Drysuit (not on the 
pic) 
 

  
 
no Halcyon Logo on the 55lbs Wing                                               
 

   
 
each Stage Regulator had 2x 100cm LP Hose, one with the 2nd Stage and one with the Swagelok Connector 


